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ABSTRACT: The unusual movement of Typhoon Lionrock (2016) that posed great challenges for operational numerical
predictions was investigated. Analysis of the steering flow at different levels shows that Lionrock’s southwestward motion
before 25 August was mainly controlled by the upper-level steering, and the dominant steering shifted to lower levels as
the storm turned northeastward abruptly afterward. To examine the influence of the environmental flow on this major
turning of Lionrock, three numerical simulations are conducted using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
Model with different starting times. The study indicates that the initial southwestward movement of Lionrock is attributed
to the westward extension of the mid- to upper-level subtropical high, and the later turning to northeast is caused by the
low-level southwesterly flow associated with the monsoon gyre northeast of Lionrock. In an experiment in which the mon-
soon gyre is removed from the initial and boundary fields, Lionrock continues its southwestward movement without turn-
ing northeastward. This result suggests that the transition of the steering from high to low levels plays a crucial role in the
major turning of Lionrock. More sensitivity experiments with modifications of the initial and/or the boundary conditions
indicate a low predictability of Lionrock’s major turning.
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1. Introduction

The western North Pacific (WNP) is a region with frequent
tropical cyclones (TCs), accounting for about one-third of
global TCs each year (Lee et al. 2012; Li and Hsu 2018).
Among them, landfalling TCs usually have widespread
impacts on eastern Asia, with disasters causing fatalities and
huge economic losses. Prediction of TC tracks and intensities
remains as a serious and challenging problem despite
improvements in recent decades (DeMaria et al. 2014).

Previous studies have indicated that many factors can affect
the track of a TC. Many studies have revealed that the large-
scale environmental flow is the main factor that affects the
TC movement (Kasahara 1957, 1960; George and Gray 1976;
Holland 1983, 1984; Carr and Elsberry 1990: Wu and Emanuel
1995a,b). Chan and Gray (1982) indicated that TC movement is
sensitive to its surrounding large-scale flow, and has a good corre-
lation with the averaged midtroposphere winds within 58–78 radius
from the TC center. Holland (1984) further suggested that the
deep-layer steering flow represented by the vertically averaged
horizontal wind field between 850 and 300 hPa correlates well
with the storm motion. However, in some individual cases, the
steering flow may have a large variation with height (George and
Gray 1976; Torn et al. 2018). Velden and Leslie (1991) demon-
strated that the environmental steering flow corresponds better
with the TC motion when the depth of the steering layer is con-
structed as intensity dependent.

Complex interactions between a TC and its surroundings
can result in large forecast errors and pose great challenges
on operational predictions for TCs. In previous studies, the
subtropical ridge and the midlatitude synoptic waves are often
mentioned as main factors in modulating tropical cyclone
movements and intensity changes (Bosart et al. 2000; Harr
et al. 2000; J.-H. Chen et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2015). Wu et al.
(2007) showed that the expansion or contraction of the sub-
tropical ridge in the WNP is crucial to the TC recurvature.
Specifically, J.-H. Chen et al. (2009) indicated that the
typhoon (TC in WNP) motion is related to the steering flow
from the subtropical high. In addition, the movement of a TC
is sensitive to its position relative to approaching midlatitude
troughs (Hanley et al. 2001; Peng et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2009).
The monsoon circulation also plays an important role modu-
lating the motion and structure of TCs in the WNP (Harr and
Elsberry 1991). In general, tropical cyclones are often embed-
ded in the large monsoon circulation in the WNP (Lau and
Lau 1990, 1992; Chang et al. 1996; Straub and Kiladis 2003).
T. C. Chen et al. (2009) suggested that when there is a strong
monsoon trough, the associated flow is more likely to cause
the TC to recurve, while straight-moving TCs are associated
with a strong subtropical anticyclone extended to the west.
Lander (1996) explained the relationship between TC motion
and monsoon trough orientation from a synoptic perspective.
When the axis of the monsoon trough is in a reversed orienta-
tion (southwest–northeast), a TC within it has a northward
moving trend. Binary interactions between two storms, the
Fujiwhara effect, can also affect the TC movement (Fujiwhara
1921, 1923; Brand 1970; Dong and Neumann 1983; Lander
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and Holland 1993; Carr and Elsberry 1998). Studies have
shown that large-scale monsoon gyre interaction with a
typhoon can also lead to a sudden change of the TC motion
(Carr and Elsberry 1995; Liang et al. 2011; Bi et al. 2015;
Liang and Wu 2015; Ge et al. 2018).

In the WNP, some typhoons experience significant track
changes from mainly westward to move northward, followed
by a northeastward track (a recurvature) and then undergo an
extratropical transition. Lionrock (2016) is a unique case that

started in the subtropical region with a big cyclonic looping
motion in the early stage. The mainly southwestward motion
since 19 August was followed by a sudden northeast turn
around 25 August 2016 (Fig. 1), where most operational
numerical models failed to predict its unusual turn at the cor-
rect time (Fig. 2). When it finally made landfall, Lionrock
brought extreme precipitation and flooding to the coastal
regions in eastern Asia, especially Japan. Some studies have
focused on investigating Lionrock’s second turn from a
northeast movement to northwestward around 29 August
and have discussed the interaction between the storm and
the large-scale circulation (Dzung and Yamada 2017; Bosart
et al. 2018; Torn et al. 2018; Wada and Oyama 2018). The objec-
tive of this study is to understand mechanisms behind Lionrock’s
sudden northeastward turn at around 25 August 2016.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a brief overview of the history for Typhoon Lionrock. In
section 3, we describe the model and dataset used, and the
experiments design for the simulation of Lionrock. Section 4
discusses the steering flows at different levels related to Lion-
rock’s movement. In section 5, we investigate mechanisms
responsible for Lionrock’s sudden movement. The predictabil-
ity of Lionrock’s sudden turn is examined in section 6. Finally,
the conclusions and discussion are presented in section 7.

2. Overview of Lionrock life cycle

Typhoon Lionrock is the tenth tropical cyclone in the western
Pacific in 2016. The beginning of its life cycle can be traced back

FIG. 1. The JTWC best track of Lionrock from 1800 UTC 16
Aug to 1200 UTC 30 Aug 2016. Different colors represent different
TC intensity. TC strength is divided into maximum wind speed of
18–24 m s21 (blue), 25–32 m s21 (green), 33–41 m s21 (yellow),
42–51 m s21 (orange), and greater than or equal to 52 m s21 (red).

FIG. 2. Different model forecast tracks of TC Lionrock from 0000 UTC 22 Aug to 0000 UTC
27 Aug 2016. The black line represents the observation track of TC Lionrock. The identifications
of individual model have been removed. Source of the plot: https://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/
coamps-web/web/tc.
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FIG. 3. Observed 5880-gpm geopotential height (contour) and wind field (vector; m s21) at 500 hPa, and vorticity
(shaded; 1024 s21) at 850 hPa from (a) 0000 UTC 22 Aug to (f) 0000 UTC 27 Aug 2016 at 24-h intervals.
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FIG. 4. Observed 9750-gpm geopotential height (contour), wind field (vector; m s21), and vorticity (shaded; 1024 s21)
at 300 hPa from (a) 0000 UTC 22 Aug to (f) 0000 UTC 27 Aug 2016 at 24-h intervals.
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to a subtropical cyclonic disturbance that appeared around
1608E on 15 August 2016. Subsequently, its track began to
move northwestward, and it became a tropical storm. After
slow development for nearly 4 days, its central pressure reached
996 hPa, and the tropical storm was named Lionrock. Lionrock
took on a tropical transition (Davis and Bosart 2004) and
moved along a broad counterclockwise track (Fig. 1). It was
upgraded to typhoon category by the Joint Typhoon Warning
Center (JTWC) at 1800 UTC 23 August. The cyclone made a
major turn from a southwestward movement to northeastward
at 1368E around 25–26 August. Lionrock reached its peak
intensity with a central minimum pressure of 933 hPa and maxi-
mum wind speed of 62 m s21 at 0000 UTC 28 August. Then,
the cyclone underwent an extratropical transition. While merg-
ing with an extratropical cyclone, Lionrock made landfall over
the northern Japan and further produced catastrophic flooding
in a wide area of East Asia subsequently. It caused over 500
deaths, and over 1 billion dollars in serious damage (Podlaha
et al. 2016). Lionrock was also recorded as the first TC land-
falling on the Pacific side of northern Japan since 1951
when the statistics of tropical cyclones started (Wada and
Oyama 2018).

The two transitions of Lionrock in and out of the tropics
are associated with its unusual and complex track. The most
striking track change is from being southwestward to being
northeastward within a day between 25 and 26 August. Most
operational TC forecast models failed to predict the track
change correctly at this critical time (Fig. 2). Nearly all of the
operational models predicted Lionrock to either continue
moving to the southwest or turn to the northeast prematurely.

As stated in the introduction, previous studies indicated
that the TC track may be affected by environmental flow at
different levels. Figure 3 displays the evolution of the geopo-
tential height and the wind field at 500 hPa, and vorticity at
850 hPa from 22 to 27 August using the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction Final Analysis (NCEP FNL analy-
sis). The largest vorticity is associated with the storm center in
each panel and the subtropical high system is marked by the
blue contour of 5880 geopotential meter (gpm). During the
first three days, Lionrock is sandwiched between the two sub-
tropical high systems on its west and east side. Lionrock
seems to be affected more by the anticyclone on its west side,
with a northerly flow impinging on Lionrock at 500 hPa. The
subtropical high to the eastern side of Lionrock continues to
extend westward, and finally on 25 August, the anticyclones
on both sides merge south of Lionrock. Meanwhile, a strong
southwest flow appears to the southeast of Lionrock. It is
worth noting that Lionrock started to loop back after
25 August. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the wind field and
geopotential height at 300 hPa at the same time as in Fig. 3.
The blue contour represents 9750 gpm. The wind field at
300 hPa shows that Lionrock is affected by the northerly wind
associated with the anticyclone on the Lionrock’s west side on
22–25 August (Fig. 4). Both Figs. 3 and 4 display an upper-
level trough that separates the two anticyclones that are to the
east and west of Lionrock, thereby inducing a southwestward
motion of Lionrock before 25 August. Beyond that, the
anticyclone to Lionrock’s southeast gradually strengthens

and connects to the anticyclone to the storm’s west to form
a large trough where Lionrock resides and Lionrock is
affected by the southwesterly wind from this trough. The
influence of the environmental flow on the movement of
Lionrock will be investigated in section 4 with steering vec-
tors computed at different levels.

3. The model and experiment design

a. Model configuration

This study investigates the mechanism behind the sharp
turn of Lionrock around 25 August. The numerical model
used is version 3.7.1 of the Advanced Research core of the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) Model
(Skamarock et al. 2008). Three two-way nested domains are
configured. The outer domain is centered on the initial posi-
tion of the storm at 308N, 1358E, covering an area of about
8000 km by 6000 km, which is large enough to allow proper
representation of the environmental field. The two inner
domains move with the storm during the integration. The hor-
izontal grid sizes are 27, 9, 3 km in each domain and the mesh
sizes are 320 3 300, 301 3 301, 361 3 361, respectively. There
are 47 vertical levels with the model top at 10 hPa. The NCEP
FNL analysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) is used to provide the ini-
tial and lateral boundary conditions for our simulations.
The model physics include the WSM 6-class cloud micro-
physics scheme (Hong and Lim 2006), the Dudhia shortwave
radiation scheme (Dudhia 1989), and the Rapid Radiative
Transfer Model (RRTM) for longwave radiation (Mlawer et al.
1997). The Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer
scheme (Hong et al. 2006), the Unified Noah land surface model
(Tewari et al. 2004), and Monin–Obukhov surface-layer scheme

FIG. 5. Time–vertical pressure level (hPa) cross section of steering
flow (m s21) area-averaged over a 500 km 3 500 km box centered
on the Lionrock center. The vectors below the time axis are the
steering flow at 850 hPa (purple), 700 hPa (green), 500 hPa (red),
300 hPa (blue), vertically averaged (from 850 to 300 hPa, yellow), and
Lionrock’s translation speed (black) from 22 to 27 Aug 2016.
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(Beljaars 1994) are used in all three domains. The Kain–Fritsch
convective scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1993) is only used in the
outermost and middle meshes.

b. Experimental design

The main purpose of this study is to understand the mecha-
nism behind the sharp turn of Lionrock around 25–26 of
August. Three simulations are conducted. The first simulation
(SM22) starts at 0000 UTC 22 August 2016 and integrates for
5 days. It starts 3 days before the major turn of Lionrock and
this is the time when many operational numerical models
were not able to predict the track of Lionrock accurately. The
second and the third experiment start at 0000 UTC 23 August

(SM23) and at 0000 UTC 24 August 2016 (SM24), respectively,
and are closer to the turning time progressively. Initialized with
different time can shed lights on how the simulated environ-
ments evolve with different lead times and allow us to examine
the reason behind different behavior of Lionrock.

4. The relationship between the steering flow and
Lionrock’s movement

Before analyzing the numerical simulations to explore
mechanisms that affect Lionrock’s movement, we examine
the steering flow at different vertical levels using the reanaly-
sis data and relate them to the wind and height fields

FIG. 6. Vertical profiles of horizontal area-averaged (500 km3 500 km) magnitude of the
steering flow (m s21) from reanalysis.
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presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Many previous studies indicated
that a good parameter related to the movement of TC is the
steering flow across the TC center that represents the asym-
metrical flow generated by the large-scale environmental cir-
culation (Kasahara 1957; Holland 1983; Fiorino and Elsberry
1989). Holland (1984) defined the mass-weighted 800–300-hPa
vertical averaged wind fields within 68 latitude radius as the
representation of the environmental flow steering the cyclone.
Features with different time scales are interdependent with
the TC movement (Lander and Holland 1993; Carr and Elsberry
1995; Yang et al. 2015). Torn et al. (2018) suggested that the steer-
ing flow consists if a multilevel integrated wind fields, with their
associated uncertainty.

Instead of looking at the column-integrated steering flow as
in most studies, we examine the steering flows at selected sig-
nificant vertical levels averaged within a radius of 500 km
from the TC center. Figure 5 shows the evolutions of the
steering flows at different levels from 850 to 300 hPa between
22 and 27 August computed from the NCEP reanalysis. The
wind vector below the horizontal time axis represents the
speed and direction of the steering flow at several specific
pressure levels and the black vector is the TC movement from
the best track data. The yellow arrow represents the steering
flow vertically averaged from 850 to 300 hPa. Comparing the
yellow and black arrows shows that Lionrock’s movement is
mostly consistent with the vertically averaged steering flow
with a smaller angle difference (Chan and Gray 1982). How-
ever, near the critical turning time on 25 August, the TC
movement speed is very small and the deviation from the
averaged steering vector is large, suggesting a large uncer-
tainty at the time. During the period when Lionrock moves

south-southwestward between 0000 UTC 23 August and
0000 UTC 25 August, the directions of the upper-level steer-
ing flow above 500 hPa correspond better with the storm
motion, indicating an upper-level control of the environment
on the movement of Lionrock. The dominating level of the
steering flow gradually shifts from upper levels to lower levels
when Lionrock turns northeastward on 25–26 August. For
example, as can be seen from the arrows below (Fig. 5), the
blue (300 hPa) and red (500 hPa) arrows have strong wind
speeds before 24 August and are consistent with the actual
TC direction. At 0000 UTC 25 August, the 850-hPa (purple
arrow) and 700-hPa (green arrow) steering wind speeds
begin to increase gradually, although the 500-hPa steering

FIG. 7. The JTWC best track (black) of Lionrock and simulated tracks from SM22 (green),
SM23 (red), and SM24 (blue).

FIG. 8. Time series of the MWS at 10-m height from the best
track data (black) and SM22 (green), SM23 (red), and SM24
(blue). The x axis is the calendar day in August 2016.
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flow is still the largest at this time. The major shift occurs
between 0000 and 1200 UTC 25 August when the upper-level
northerly steering weakens while the lower-level westerly
steering strengthens. By 26 August, the lower-level steering
flow completely dominates. The time of the transition from
the upper-level steering control to the lower-level steering
control corresponds exactly to the timing of the turning point
of Lionrock. This phenomenon can also be seen more clearly
in Fig. 6. Before the turn occurred, the maximum steering
flow is located between 450 and 350 hPa from 22 to 25 August.
After that, the steering flow at the lower level gradually
enhances, which steers the storm northeastward (Fig. 1). This
analysis is consistent with the evolution of the environmental
fields associated with Lionrock discussed in section 2 and indi-
cates that the sudden track change of Lionrock is a response
to the change of the dominating steering level in the vertical.
Wu and Wang (2000) proposed that the potential vorticity
tendency (PVT) budget is useful to diagnose the TC motion.
We conducted the budget of the wavenumber-1 component of
PVT and it indicates that the PVT tendency is dominated by
the horizontal advection term. In other words, the movement

of Lionrock is controlled by the environmental flows in this
case (figure not shown).

5. Influence of the environment on the track of Lionrock

As shown in section 4, the steering flows at different verti-
cal levels have different effects on the TC track at different
times. To identify the environmental features that caused
Lionrock’s sudden turn, further analyses are conducted with
the numerical simulations.

The tracks of Lionrock in the three simulations starting at
different times with one day apart are plotted in Fig. 7. It is
clear that the simulated track in SM24 is closest to the
observed track and the time of the turn is also the most accu-
rate, while the simulated tracks are less accurate in SM22 and
SM23 and is the worst in SM22. As the forecast lead time
increases, Lionrock turns to the northeast too early and the
simulated track is too far to the north and east of the actual
track. While the current study focuses on the track, the accu-
racy of the simulated TC intensity is also examined to possibly
help understanding the track change. Figure 8 shows the time

FIG. 9. The vertical cross section of meridional wind across the center of Lionrock in the east–west direction from 1000 to 100 hPa for the
SM22, SM23, and SM24 experiments.
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evolution of the maximum wind speed (MWS) at the 10-m
height in SM22, SM23, SM24 and the best track data from
JTWC. Note that the initial intensities of all three simulations
are weaker than the intensities in the best track. While the
start times are different, the predicted trends of the intensity
from the three simulations are similar, with all of them inten-
sifying with time and the peaking time lags the observed. Fig-
ure 9 shows the vertical cross section of the v-component
winds for SM22, SM23, and SM24 as differences in the initial
intensity may lead to different vertical structures of the storm.
Note that with different initial times, the comparison among
the three needs to be lagged, with the 72-h prediction from
SM22 and 48 h from SM23 to be compared with the 24-h pre-
diction from SM24. With this consideration, all three simu-
lated structures of the storm are similar. Based on this
analysis, we conclude that the intensity differences play little
role in the track differences for this case. The sensitivity of
the storm intensity on its movement will be examined further
in section 6.

To explore specific reasons behind the differences in TC
tracks among these experiments, the time-vertical cross sec-
tion of the steering flows in SM22, SM23, and SM24 are
shown in Figs. 10–12, respectively. Compared with the steer-
ing flow in the observation (Fig. 5), the steering flow in SM22
has a mostly westerly component at all vertical levels between
0000 UTC 22 August and 0000 UTC 23 August (Fig. 10). The
upper-level northerly steering in the next day is weaker than
in the verifying analysis. The steering flow then turns more
eastward after 0000 UTC 24 August, and is inconsistent with
the observation. Meanwhile, while the upper-level flow
weakens, the lower-level flow strengthens too early from

0000 UTC 24 August to 25 August in this simulation. Over-
all, the evolution of the steering vectors conforms well with
the movement of the storm in the simulation and the early
northeastward turn in SM22 is the result of weakening of
the upper-level flow and development of lower-level west-
erly prematurely. Although the TC track in SM23 is better
than that in SM22 as it starts with a stronger northerly flow
on 23 August, the upper-level steering flow also changes
from northerly to northwesterly prematurely (Fig. 11). As a
result, the track of the TC in the SM23 experiment also
takes an earlier turn before 0000 UTC 25 August. In the
most accurate simulation for Lionrock starting on 24 August
(SM24), the steering flow at upper levels remains toward
the south at 1200 UTC 24 August (Fig. 12). At 0000 UTC
25 August, the upper-level steering turns to southwestward

FIG. 10. Time–vertical pressure level (hPa) cross section of steer-
ing flow (m s21) area averaged over a 500 km 3 500 km box cen-
tered on the TC center. The vectors below the time axis are the
steering flow at 850 hPa (purple), 700 hPa (green), 500 hPa (red),
and 300 hPa (blue) and the model’s TC translation speed (black)
from 0000 UTC 22 Aug to 25 Aug 2016 in the SM22 experiment.

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for the SM23 experiment.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10, but for the SM24 experiment.
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and lower-level westerly steering starts precisely at this turn-
ing time as in the observation shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 13 shows the vertical profile of the steering magni-
tude of these experiments and from the reanalysis (replot of
Fig. 6). This figure summaries the difference of the steering
from the three simulations. The deviations of the vertical
steering profiles from SM22 on 23 and 24 August are clear
in Figs. 13b and 13c. The 1-day simulation from SM23 at
24 August shows a profile similar to the verification but with a
smaller speed (green line in Fig. 13c). The vertical level of the
maximum steering flow has moved downward from 450 hPa
to near 700 hPa at 0000 UTC 25 August in both SM22 and
SM23 (Fig. 13d). In other words, the shifting of maximum
steer from the upper levels to the lower levels earlier than
is observed has caused the TC to move to the northeast pre-
maturely. The vertical profiles of the steering in SM24 (blue
dashed lines) are more consistent with the observations and
the simulated storm track is the best among the three
experiments.

Figure 14 shows the time evolution of the simulated relative
vorticity at 850 hPa and the wind field and the geopotential
height at 500 hPa up to the turning point on 25 August, to be
compared with the verifying reanalysis (Fig. 3). Note that
while the wind fields at the initial time (Fig. 14a, 0000 UTC 22
August) and the NCEP reanalysis (Fig. 3a) are identical, the

geopotential contours are slightly different as the latter are
derived in the model and depend on model levels and other
parameters used in the hydrostatic approximation. The sub-
tropical high split by Lionrock previously remains discon-
nected in the beginning in SM22 (Fig. 14a). The subtropical
high system south of the storm becomes more connected
between 23 and 24 August, inhibiting the southwestward
movement of Lionrock (Figs. 14b,c), not consistent with the
observation shown in Fig. 3. In SM23, a break in the subtropi-
cal high allows Lionrock continues to move to the southwest
in the initial stage (Fig. 14e) until the subtropical high is re-
established and limits Lionrock’s farther southward move-
ment on 24 August (Fig. 14f). The simulated fields of SM24
that starts on 24 August shows that the building of the sub-
tropical high in the northwest is stronger and the southward
flows along its eastern edge can steer Lionrock to the south
(Figs. 14h,i). Additionally, the break in the subtropical ridge
provides for Lionrock to move southward on 24 August (Fig.
14h), this is the reason why the storm continued its southward
movement between 24 and 25 August and the northeastward
turning point after 25 August is better simulated in SM24.
The comparison between the numerical simulations and the
observational analysis indicates that the southwest movement of
the storm is related to the enhancement of the subtropical high
in the WNP. When the western portion of the subtropical high
develops stronger (Figs. 14a,e,h), the broken subtropical high is
reconnected at a more exact time (on 25 August) (Figs. 14c,f,h),
allowing the storm to continue moving southward before turning
northeastward, which is closer to the Lionrock’s observed motion.

Figure 15 shows the time evolution of the geopotential
height, wind fields from the simulations and the difference of
geopotential height between the observation and the simula-
tions (shading), all at 300 hPa. The corresponding reanalysis
in Fig. 4 shows that there is a trough in the midlatitudes on
the northwest side of the storm. As Lionrock strengthens, the
midlevel trough continues to extend southward (Fig. 4d). The
trough simulated in SM22 is too shallow, as can be seen from
the 9750-gpm line from 23 to 25 August (Figs. 15b–d), allow-
ing the subtropical high to reconnect south of Lionrock and
hinder its southward movement. The premature closure of
the contour associated with the subtropical high implies a
more westerly flow hinders the TC from continue moving
southward on 24 August (Fig. 15c). This is also the reason
why the upper-level steering flow in SM22 changes from
northerly to northwesterly on 25 August prematurely (Fig.
10). In SM23, the 9750-gpm contour is connected south of
Lionrock on 24 August, which generates a southwesterly flow
to the right of the TC and accelerates the turning to the north-
east (Fig. 15f). In SM24, the subtropical high is separated at
the initial time (Fig. 15h). Compared with other two experi-
ments, the closure of contour is delayed (Figs. 15c,f,i), and the
upper-level westerly component of the flow appears later
(Figs. 15h,i). In general, simulations on 24 August from the
three simulations (Figs. 15c,f,h) tell the differences among
them that impact the track of Lionrock. This is shown clearly
in the vertical profiles of the steering speed in Fig. 13c in
which SM22 and SM23 significantly underpredict the upper-
level steering.

FIG. 13. The vertical profiles of area-averaged (500 km3 500 km)
magnitude of the steering flow (m s21) from the SM22 (red), SM23
(green), SM24 (blue) experiments, and observation (black).
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Our previous discussion indicates that the characteristics
of the subtropical high controls the southwest movement
between 22 and 25 August and affect the turning of Lionrock.
However, what causes Lionrock to loop back at the exact
time as it did? Based on the discussion in section 4, Lionrock
is steered by the low-level flow when it loops to the northeast.
When the storm is about to make a significant turning starting
around 25 August, the southwesterly wind to the south of
Lionrock is rapidly increasing, causing Lionrock to move
northeastward. Additionally, on 23 August, a monsoon gyre
(MG; Lander 1994, 1996; Harr et al. 1996) develops to
the northeast of Lionrock. To examine the evolution of the
MG, the vertically integrated 10–60-day low-frequency
circulation evolution was extracted from the NCEP FNL
(Fig. 16) using a Lanczos filter (Duchon 1979). A black dot
denotes the MG center (Lander 1994). On 23 August, Lion-
rock was located to the north of the MG center. Between
23 and 24 August, Lionrock moved southwest toward the
MG center, and it arrived to the southwest of the MG by
25 August. Studies have shown that TC tracks are sensitive
to the relative positions of the TC and a nearby MG (Carr
and Elsberry 1995; Liang and Wu 2015). When the storm is

located on the western edge of the MG, the winds in the
southern quadrant of the MG may cause Lionrock to
undergo a looping motion. Although there is a significant
difference in TC track among these three experiments, the
timing of the track changes in SM23 and SM22 experiments
is roughly one day ahead. In Fig. 17, the low-frequency
mode simulated in the three experiments and the relative
positions between Lionrock and the MG are compared.
Following Bi et al. (2015), a 5-day running mean subtracted
from a 30-day running mean is used instead of Lanczos filtering
to extract the l0–60-day mode because of the data-coverage
limitation in a regional model framework. At the initial time in
SM22, Lionrock is located north of the MG center (Fig. 17a),
but the two centers coincide temporarily on 23 August without
merging together. The storm reaches west of the MG on
24 August, and is steered by strong southwesterly winds on the
southeastern edge of the MG to the northeast later on
24 August. This is more than one day earlier than in the reality.
In SM23, there is a clear distance between Lionrock and the
MG at the initial time (Fig. 17e) and the TC center arrives at
the west side of the MG one day later than in SM22. The delay
in the overlap of the two causes the storm to continue moving

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 3, but for the (a)–(d) SM22, (e)–(g) SM23, and (h),(i) SM24 experiments.
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southwest longer than in SM22 so that the simulated track
in SM23 is better than in SM22 (Fig. 7). In SM24,
the positions of Lionrock and the MG are separated at
the initial time and the storm does not reach the west side
of the MG until 25 August (Fig. 17i). The simulated track
is most consistent with the best track. These three simu-
lations suggest the track change of Lionrock is highly
unpredictable.

Carr and Elsberry (2000) showed that errors in TC track
forecasts are often associated with wind errors in the large-
scale synoptic environment. Many studies have demonstrated
the existence of Fujiwhara-type interactions between a TC
and the MG (Carr and Elsberry 1995; Bi et al. 2015; Liang
and Wu 2015; Ge et al. 2018). Our experiments indicate that
the monsoon gyre, the dominant feature at the low level,
interacts with the TC to provide the southwest steering flow
for the looping of Lionrock toward northeast. In simulations
of SM22 and SM23, incorrect relative positions between the
storm and the MG cause their interactions to be ahead of the
time. This causes the steering flow to shift prematurely from

high to low levels, and eventually results in the poor predic-
tion of Lionrock’s looping track.

To verify our hypothesis on the effect of the MG on the
movement of Lionrock, an additional experiment starting
on 0000 UTC 23 August is conducted in which the monsoon
gyre is removed (NO_MG). The vortex-removing technique
adopted in our study follows Kurihara et al. (1995). This
method, used in the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) hurricane prediction system (Kurihara et al. 1993,
1995) has been used widely in tropical cyclones related studies
(i.e., Wu et al. 2002; Hsu et al. 2008). The setup of the predic-
tion model is the same as in the other experiments except for
the removal of the monsoon gyre. Figure 18 shows the track
in the NO_MG experiment and the best track. Instead of the
northeastward movement between 25 and 26 August, the TC
in NO_MGmoves southwest without turning. This result indi-
cates that Lionrock’s northeast turn is steered by the MG.

Figure 19 displays the evolution of the wind field at 850 hPa
from 0000 UTC 23 August to 28 August, where there is
evidence of Lionrock being embedded within the MG

FIG. 15. The evolution of 9750-gpm geopotential height (contour) and wind vectors at 300 hPa and the difference of the geopotential height
(shaded; gpm) between the observation and the (a)–(d) SM22, (e)–(g) SM23, and (h),(i) SM24 experiments.
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circulation. Along with the development of Lionrock, the
southwesterly flow in the southeastern portion of the MG
gradually intensifies. A distinct high-wind region forms on the
periphery of the southeast side of Lionrock on 26 August, and
the region continues expanding and strengthening in subse-
quent days. This strong southwesterly flow pushes the tropical
cyclone from its originally southwest direction to the northeast
around 25 August. Previous studies found that during the coa-
lescence of a TC with the MG, there will be a high-wind area
similar to the monsoon surge due to the Rossby wave energy
dispersion (Carr and Elsberry 1995; Ge et al. 2010). From the
comparison between the observation and NO_MG experiment
(Fig. 20), it can be seen that the winds surrounding the storm
slow down, and the area of high winds is mostly concen-
trated near the TC center. Without the influence of strong
southwesterly winds associated with the MG, the environ-
mental flow at lower levels cannot steer Lionrock to loop
northeastward.

In summary, analyzing the steering flows and the environ-
mental flows at different levels sheds light on understanding

the unusual track of Lionrock (2016) for the period between
22 and 27 August. Our simulations starting at different initial
time show that if the intensity and positions of the midlevel
subtropical high and the upper-level trough are incorrectly
represented, they will hinder the extent to which Lionrock
can move southwest, leading to a northeast turn prematurely.
Meanwhile, the main reason for the sudden northeastward
turn of Lionrock is also due to its interaction with the nearby
MG. When the storm reaches its farthest southwestern point,
the southwesterly flow generated by the overlap of the MG
and Lionrock starts pushing the TC northeastward. Therefore,
the timing for the turn of Lionrock depends on the relative posi-
tions and interactions of the TC and the nearby MG. Errors in
the predicted spatial relation between typhoon Lionrock and
the MG result in the storm looping back prematurely.

6. Predictability of Lionrock

As revealed by the diversity of the predicted tracks of Lion-
rock by operational models (Fig. 2), the predictability of the

FIG. 16. The evolution of 10–60-day bandpass-filtered wind (vectors; m s21) averaged between 850 and 300 hPa
from 23 to 26 Aug in the observation. The black dots and red typhoon symbols denote the centers of the low-
frequency monsoon gyre and Lionrock, respectively.
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track warrants more investigation. Since the SM22 experi-
ment has the worst track prediction, we use this case as the
base line to explore the predictability of the abrupt turn of
Lionrock by modifying the initial and boundary conditions to
obtain more uncertainties associated with the model integra-
tion. Since the turning position of Lionrock simulated by
SM22 has a northeast bias, we first examine the sensitivity of
the track to the TC’s initial position by moving Lionrock 100
km west and south from its original position at the initial time
on 22 August (identified as reloc_SM22). The Kurihara
method (Kurihara et al. 1995), described in section 5, is used
for the extraction and insertion of the TC vortex. The radius
of the extraction is 450 km from the storm center to minimize
its impact on the environment.

Second, as the simulated intensity of Lionrock in SM22 is
too weak (Fig. 8), we ponder whether this weak intensity bias
may limit interactions between Lionrock and its background
flows, leading to a poor track prediction. To enhance the TC
intensity, an idealized TC-like vortex with a maximum wind
speed of 5 m s21 at the radius of 100 km is constructed and
superimposed on Lionrock’s wind fields at all levels at the ini-
tial time on 22 August (inten_SM22). The wind speed of the
synthetic vortex decreases with height to zero at 250 hPa. The
mass and thermodynamic fields of it are derived based on

the nonlinear balance equation so that the vortex satisfies
both the hydrostatic and gradient wind balances. More details
of the synthetic vortex are discussed in Wang (1995, 2001).
For these two experiments, the NCEP FNL reanalysis is used
before modifications.

Figure 21 shows the simulated tracks and intensities from
reloc_SM22, inten_SM22, the original SM22 experiment, and
the best track. When the initial position of Lionrock is moved
to the southwest, in the direction of the future movement, the
overall simulated track also moves southwestward somewhat
but the overall pattern of the new track remains similar to
SM22 (Fig. 21a). The turning point also moves southwest
compared with SM22, but the reloc_SM22 fails to produce the
correct turning point. Meanwhile, changing the TC initial
intensity also did not change the track significantly compared
with SM22 (Fig. 21b). The TC intensity has been improved in
inten_SM22, especially the maximum intensity (Fig. 21b).
However, there is little impact on the track (Fig. 21a). The
above two experiments indicate that the storm intensity and
uncertainty of the initial position may not be strong factors in
influencing the track. Our earlier analysis suggests that the
large-scale environmental flow is important for Lionrock’s
track. To further demonstrate this point, the third additional
experiment is conducted by using the European Centre for

FIG. 17. As in Fig. 16, but for the (a)–(d) SM22, (e)–(g) SM23, and (h),(i) SM24 experiments.
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Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis
version 5 (ERA5) as the initial and boundary conditions
(era_SM22). One of the reasons for choosing this analysis is
that ERA5 has a higher resolution of 0.258 3 0.258 than the
NCEP reanalysis of 18 3 18. Higher resolution helps the pre-
diction system to better represent the environment and thus
may obtain a more accurate TC track. Figure 22 shows the
track and evolution of the maximum wind speed in era_SM22
and the best track. With era_SM22, the simulated storm track
has indeed been improved in its southwestward movement
(Fig. 22a). However, the simulation of the turning point of
Lionrock is still not perfect. This shows that in the later stage
of the simulation, the environmental field was not simulated
properly to steer Lionrock correctly. This is shown more
clearly by the vertical profile of the steering speed in
Fig. 23. At 23 and 24 August, the era_SM22 simulated steer-
ing is much better than the control SM22, especially the
larger steering at high levels, leading to better simulated
track during the first two days (Fig. 22a). At later stage, the
steering from era_SM22 shows little improvement over
SM22.

The vertical profiles of the steering flows for reloc_SM22
and inten_SM22 are also computed to obtain a quick view of
the environment surrounding the storm from these simula-
tions. Different from Fig. 23 for era_SM22, the steering flows
for relocating the storm or increasing the storm intensity
show little improvement over SM22 (figure not shown). In
both experiments, the dominating steering flow at lower levels
occurred prematurely, leading to an earlier turn of Lionrock.

It can be seen from Fig. 22b that the storm intensity is bet-
ter simulated by using ERA analysis as the initial condition in

era_SM22 and its evolution is very similar to the one in
inten_SM22 where the initial storm intensity has been artifi-
cially enhanced. Note that there is no improvement of the
track prediction in inten_SM22 over the original SM22 even
though the intensity simulation has been improved. On the other
hand, both the prediction of intensity and track of Lionrock
have been improved in era_SM22. We attribute this to a more
accurate environment in which the TC resided in era_SM22.
This further suggests that the movement of Lionrock is mainly
controlled by its environmental flow as indicates by the steering
analysis.

As discussed before, the movement of Lionrock hinges on
several different environmental features located at different
levels at different time, rendering it less predictable. This
series of new experiments reinforces our conclusion that
when the initial moment of the simulation is pushed forward
toward the critical turning time, the model will produce a
more accurate large-scale environmental field, and the track
of Lionrock will be more predictable. We speculate that this
low predictability ties in with the change of the major steering
in the vertical, namely, different controlling features in the
environment.

7. Summary and discussion

Typhoon Lionrock, the tenth tropical cyclone in the west-
ern North Pacific in 2016, brought extensive disasters to
Japan, South Korea, and eastern Russia. Most operational
numerical models did poorly for Lionrock’s unusual track.
In this study, we investigate mechanisms for the sharp
northeastward turn of Lionrock from its original southwest-
ward movement at around 25 August. We analyze the time-

FIG. 18. The track of the TC in the NO_MG experiment (red), the SM23 experiment (blue), and
the best track starting on 0000 UTC 23 Aug.
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FIG. 19. The 850-hPa wind (vectors; m s21) and isotach (shaded; m s21) analyses from 0000 UTC (a) 23 Aug to
(f) 28 Aug 2016 in NCEP reanalysis.
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FIG. 20. As in Fig. 19, but for the NO_MG experiments.
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vertical evolution of the steering flow within an area
approximately 500 km from the center of the storm. The
analysis indicates that Lionrock is mainly steered by the
high-level flows during its southwest movement before it
loops back to northeast when the dominant steering flow
shifts to low levels.

To understand the reasons why Lionrock turned at the
exact time it did, three numerical simulations are conducted
using WRF Model and the NCEP FNL analysis as the initial
and lateral boundary conditions. Our simulations starting 1, 2,
and 3 days before the major turning point of Lionrock. In the
simulation starting on 0000 UTC 22 August, three days before
the turn, the simulated storm turns to the northeast too early
and the turning point is too far from the actual track. The sec-
ond simulation starts at 0000 UTC 23 August, and the model
is able to simulate better the southwestward movement of
Lionrock in the early stage followed by the northeast turning
but the timing of the turn is also too early. In the third simula-
tion starting at 0000 UTC 24 August, only one day ahead of
the critical turn, the predicted track is closest to the real situa-
tion out of the three experiments. After analyzing the simu-
lated results and the verifying reanalysis fields, it can be found

that the dominant level of the steering flow shifts from high to
low levels at the turning point as reflected by the steering vec-
tors at different levels. From the perspective of synoptic flows,
the track of Lionrock before turning is primary controlled
by the broken subtropical high and an upper-level trough,
which leaves a north–south passage for Lionrock to move
southwestward. Simulations of these mid- to upper-level
synoptic systems determine how long Lionrock continued
its southwestward movement. In the simulations that
started earlier than 24 August, a westerly component of
the wind due to the premature reconnection of two subtrop-
ical highs south of Lionrock limits the southward movement
of the storm, causing the storm to turn northeastward too
early. Based on the simulation results, errors in predicting
the shift of the steering from the upper-level control to
the lower-level control is the main reason for the failure
of predicting the correct turning of Lionrock at the
right time. The result suggests that an accurate TC track
forecast requires proper representations of the large-scale
environment.

In addition, Lionrock’s looping to the northeast is caused
by the lower-level southwesterly flow associated with a
monsoon gyre interacting with Lionrock. To demonstrate
the impact of the MG on Lionrock’s northeast looping
track, an additional experiment is conducted with the
removal of the MG from the initial and boundary condi-
tions. After eliminating the MG, Lionrock experiences a

FIG. 21. (a) Time series of the MWS at 10-m height from the
best track data (black) and SM22 (green), reloc_SM22 (red,) and
inten_SM22 (blue). The x axis is the calendar day in August 2016.
(b) The JTWC best track (black) of Lionrock and simulated tracks
from SM22 (green), reloc_SM22 (red), and inten_SM22 (blue).

FIG. 22. As in Fig. 21, but for the era_SM22 (red) experiment.
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continuous southwestward journey without looping back, which
is different from the observation. This result suggests that the
interaction between the storm and the MG plays a crucial role in
Lionrock’s northeastward turning at the precise time.

The predictability of Lionrock track is investigated using
SM22 as the base line. First, two additional experiments are

conducted by modifying the initial position and intensity of
Lionrock with NCEP FNL reanalysis. When Lionrock is
moved 100 km west and south from its original position in
SM22, the pattern of the simulated track remains very similar
to the track in SM22, as well as the intensity evolution. In the
second sensitivity experiment, an idealized TC-like vortex

FIG. 23. As in Fig. 13, but for SM22 (blue) and era_SM22 (red).
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with a maximum wind speed of 5 m s21 at the radius of
100 km is constructed and superimposed on Lionrock’s ana-
lyzed structure at the initial time on 22 August to enhance
Lionrock’s initial intensity. The new experiment still failed to
simulate the correct track, even though the intensity predic-
tion was improved. The above two experiments suggest that
the intensity of Lionrock and its initial position uncertainty
have little effect on its track.

To further demonstrate that the large-scale environ-
mental flows play a critical role in Lionrock movement,
we conducted the third additional experiment using the
ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis, which has a higher resolution,
as the initial and boundary conditions. When the ECMWF
reanalysis is used, the simulation does indeed improve
Lionrock’s southwestward movement. However, the simu-
lated track still has room to improve in the later stage.
When the initial time of the simulation is pushed forward,
the uncertainty is reduced and the model can produce
more accurate large-scale environmental fields and better
track of Lionrock.

The results of the current study suggest that the low pre-
dictability of Lionrock ties in with the change of the major
steering in the vertical. The failure in predicting Lionrock’s
abrupt northeastward turning at the critical time by many
operational models may be due to inaccurate representation
of shifting of the environmental control from the upper levels
to the lower levels. More studies on unusual tracks and their
associations with the steering flows will be conducted in the
future.
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